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The guest editors of this special issue of the Journal of Research Initiatives invite submissions of book
reviews, conceptual papers, empirical studies and other forms of scholarship related to leadership,
spirituality, well-being, and/or holistic approaches to leadership in different organizations, societies
and/or contexts, with focus on psychological and emerging perspectives of leadership.
This special edition also welcomes research and conceptual articles, research best practices, book
reviews, and commentaries, in keeping with editorial policy. Areas of interest include, but are not
limited to, the following topics:
• Mindful Engagement
• Mindful Leadership
• Leadership and Spirituality
• Local and Global Perspectives of Leadership
• Brain-based Leadership Frameworks
• Emerging Trends and Practices, and Contemporary Approaches to Studying Leadership

All papers should address implications for practice and offer suggestions for enhancing
leadership practice as well as a brief reasoning on which these suggestions are based.
Submissions for this special issue are due February 15, 2019

If you are interested in submitting a research manuscript that has not been previously published,
please send your manuscript via the online submission system: http://digitalcommons.uncfsu.edu/jri.
Click on the journal link to review guidelines for submitting online manuscripts.

The Journal of Research Initiatives (JRI) is a peer-reviewed journal, which contributes to disseminating current research
in the fields of K-12 and higher education through quantitative, qualitative, and mixed methodological approaches. The
journal is published annually and openly welcomes your scholarly research. JRI also provides a forum for occasional
special issues on notable topics in education. We released our first issue in December 2013.

